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Abstract 

The job-shop scheduling problem is considered for the caseof se
quence-dependent set-up times. The solution of Nabeshima [1] to an 

example problem is improved, and it is pointed to the cause of the 

nearoptimality of Nabeshima's solution. Then a new approach is made 

to the same example, by applying a graphical branch-and-bound 

algorithm. By means of an example with three jobs it is shown that 

this algorithm can be applied to an arbitrary number of jobs. 

1. Introduction 

In general, the job-shop scheduling problem [1, p. 73] is researched 

without consideration of sequence-dependent set-up times. However, 

authors as CharltonjDeath [2], Miiller-Merbach [3], Mensch [4], and 

Nabeshima [1] point to the possibility that set-up times are dependent 

on the job sequence, and to the necessity of their simultaneous 

optimization. 

In a recent publication, Nabeshima [1, pp. 87 ff.] makes the first 

published algorithmical approach to such a sequencing problem. 

Nabeshima's procedure is an efficient algebraical branch-and-bound 
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30 Theodor Siegel 

algorithm which takes advantage of the disjunctive graph formulations 

of Balas [5] and CharltonjDeath [2]. 

The intention of this contribution is to present a different solution 

to the same problem. The algorithm is shown by means of the 

example of Nabeshima and then extended to n>2. At first some 

remarks on Nabeshima's algorithm may be allowed. 

2. Remarks on Nabeshima's Approach 

The following matrix is corresponding to the data of the example 

of N abeshima : 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 or 11* 

* t _111 if FA = ... , (2Al), (lA2), 
lA2- (5 otherwise 

1 

6 

A, B, A 

A, B 

(ijk) is the kth operation (k E {I; 2}) of job i E {I; 2} on machine 

j E {A, B}; tijk is its operation time including its own set-up time (m 

contrast with Nabeshima's dij which include set-up time for next 

operation. The choice of tijk and their definition are preferred because 

an operation is in a closer relation to its own set-up time. The dds 

are changed correspondingly). Tijk is the completion time of operation 

(ijk). Si determines the technological order of job i. F j means the 

solution order on machine j. (FA = ... , (2Al), (lA2), ... signifies that 

(2A1) is directly followed by (lA2).) 

The objective is to minimize the makespan: 

T= max Tij/c= min! 
(ijk) 

The solution of Nabeshima is represented by this Gantt chart (cf. 

[1], Fig. 17, p. 91): 

Now it is easy to see that operation (lA2) can be moved back 

to begin in t=8 without offending against any restriction. So the 
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Fig. 1. 

optimal solution has 

T= max T ijle= T 281 =14 
(ijk) 

The cause of the error is in the regard of the arc (4, 3) in the solution 

graph of Nabeshima [1, p. 90]. This arc must only be considered in 

the case FA = .. " (2Al), (lA2), ... (or, in terms of N abeshima, operation 

No.3 follows d ire c t 1 y to operation No. 4). In the case of Nabeshima's 

solution there is FA =(2Al), (lAl), (lA2), and no economical reason is 

to be seen that operation (lA2) should have a set-up time of 6 time 

units in case of a predecessor operation (ijk)-::F(2Al). 

Nevertheless, the approach of :~abeshima is a very interesting 

one. It should be modified in that way that, e.g., if arc (4, 1) is taken 

to a solution arc (4, 3) is to be taken out of consideration. 

3_ The Graphical Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for Two Jobs 

The graphical algorithm which is now proposed with regard to 

the general scheduling problem with sequence-dependent set-up times 

is the extension of the Akers solution [6] by a branch-and-bound pro

cedure and a particularity for dependence of sequence. 

The graphical formulation of the example of Nabeshima can be 

shown in the following "operations area" (Fig. 2): 

The shortest way from point (tJ=O; t2=0) to point (tl= L: tljle=9; 
jle 

t2= L: tVIe=lO) (from now the tijle are taken with their minimal values) 
jk 

is to be found regarding that con1lict areas (shaded) must not be 

crossed and that only horizontal, vertical, and 45-degree segments, 

each corresponding to one time unit, are allowed. tt means the sum 
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Fig. 2. 

of time units having been operated on job i.' The fact that tw is 6 

more in case FA = .. " (2AI), (IA2), ... as otherwise is respected by a 

"barrier" of L1tlA.= 6 time units' length. The barrier must not be 
crossed (for an exception see below). The barrier is marked as a 

conditional extension of tlA • (cf. d48 of Nabeshima), so that is has the 

same effect on t1 as constructing a new operations area with tlA.=l1. 

The application of branch-and-bound is as follows: Already in 

point (t1=0; t~=O), a conflict area requires a branching decision: 

Way (1) with FA=(IAI), (2AI), ... or 

Way (2) with F A=(2AI), (IAI), .. . 

Lower bounds for makespan are calculated as follows, not paying 

regard to other conflict areas in this moment (in this simple case, it 

would be possible not to neglect them): 

Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

(1) T(l)~t1Al+ max (t2Al+t'Bl; tlB1 +tIA ,)=I3 

(2) TC2l~t'Al+ max(t2B1; t'A,+tlB1+tIA,)=I3 
As both lower bounds are equal, Way (1) may be taken. In point 

(t1=4; t~=I) it meets another conflict area. Going round as 

Way (la) with FA = .. " (2AI), (IA2) 

it must respect the barrier. In case of 

Way (Ib) with FA =···, (IA2), (2AI) 
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there is no barrier. The lower bounds are: 

Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

(la) T(1a):2:tIA, + max (tIB ,; t'A,)+.Jt'A.-f-t'A2=18 

(lb) T('b):2:tlAl +tIBI +tIA2 +t2A1 +t2BI = 19 

33 

Way (la) does not meet any more conflict areas, so its lower 

bound marks a solution makespan. As the lower bound of Way (2) is 

13, Way (2) may be better as Way (la). Following Way (2), in point 

(t1=3; t2=7) there is a conflict. Branching in 

Way (2a) with FB=(lEl), (2B1) or 

Way (2b) with F B =(2B1), (lEl) 

the decision of continuing is based on the following calculations: 

Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

(2a) T(2&):2:t2AI+tlAI+tlBl+ max (tIA2 ; t2B,)=14 

(2b) T(2b):2:t2AI + max (tlAl ; t2Bl)+tlBl+tlA2 =16 
(Way (2a) must not respect the barrier as this way has F A =(2Al), 

(lAl), ... ) 

The solution of Way (2a) is optimal because there is no more 

conflict area, and all other lower bounds (here: that of Way (2b» are 

>14. T=14 is corresponding to the solution by the modified Nabe

shima algorithm. 

4. More than Two Jobs 

It is an important question whether this graphical branch-and

bound algorithm can be extended to n>2 (more than two jobs). 

Though Akers [6] does not believe in this possibility and others deny 

this, the graphical algorithm is, at least in theory, not limited to a 

certain value of n. The procedure [7] is a "decomposition" of the 

n-job problem to (;) 2-job problems where every action in the re

presentation of one 2-job problem (like Fig. 2) has its reflection in all 

other representations in which one of these jobs is participated. 

This is the only graphical algorithm for n>2 known to the author. 

The graphical approaches by Hardgrave/Nemhauser [8] and Mensch 
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[9, pp. 89 ff.] are limited to n=2 (or extremely 3 when suffering diffi

culties in representation). 

The procedure is sketched in the case of sequence-dependent set

up times as follows. To simplify the exposition, only one machine 

(j=A) demands sequence· dependent set·up times. The data of the 

problem considered can be found in this matrix: 

tlA 
in case of prede· 
cessor operation 

t'A t'A tSA 

1 3 7 3 

2 5 6 6 

3 2 3 4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

3 

3 

4 

4 

D, A, C, B 

B, A,C, D 

C, D, B, A 

(Operation time here is tij- job i on machine j- as every job is worked 

only once on each machine.) 

The (~) = ( ; ) =3 operations areas are constructed in Fig. 3, 

containing the optimal way: 

Every solution way tries to have as many diagonal steps as pos· 

sible in all operations areas. Four diagonal steps can be made until 

in point (tl=4; t2=4) there is a conflict between jobs 1 and 2 at 

machine A. The calculations are: 

Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

( 1) T(!) :;::::uc+tlD +t'A -ti+ max (Llt'A(1A)+t'A +t2C +tm; tIC +tlB )= 18 

(2) Tm :;::::uc+t2B +t2A -t~+ max (Llt'A('A)+tlA +tIC+t'B; t.e +t'D)=22 
U C is the number of steps until the actual conflict (uc=4). t; is the 

position of job i in the operations areas at the time of this conflict 

(t;=4; tg=4). Both ways have to respect barriers of additional set· up 

times Llt'A for the second operation on machine A. Llt'A(PA) means the 

difference between tfA in case of predecessor operation (PA), and tu 

in case of no predecessor operation. (In the equation for lower bound, 

tiA is taken with its minimal value.) Corresponding to the graphical 

representation, the lower bounds can be calculated in a different but 
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Fig. ,I. 

equivalent way, e.g.: 

T(2J;;:::UC+t2B +t2A +Jt1A(H)-ti 

+ max (flA +t!C+tlB; t2C +t2D -Jt1A(2A)=22 

The solution is continued by Way (1). That means job i=2 has 
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to wait in the operations areas for 3 time units (2 in reality, and 1 to 

pay regard to the extension of operation time ta). This causes three 

non-diagonal steps in every operations area containing i=2. The next 

step is diagonal in all operations areas, leading to tl=8; t2=5; t3=8. 
In point (tl=8; t3=8) a conflict is met at machine B (uo=t;=ti=8). 
Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

(la) T(IO)?UO+ L tl}-t;+tsB +tu =I8 
jeJ 

(Ib) T(lb)?UO+t.c+t3D +t.B -tg+ max (t,B; tu)=I5 

(j EJ means all j E {A, B, C, D}.) The continuation of the way is 

preferred by (Ib) because T(lb) is expected to be lower than T(1o). 

T(lb)?I5 is to be read T(lb)?I8 as T(1)?I8. Three steps only for i= 
2; 3 are done until the end of the conflict. Then there is a new 

conflict: uO=l1; t~=8; tg=l1. It is solved by: 

Way: Makespan (lower bound): 

(Iba) T(lbo)?Uo+t'B+t2A -t~+ max (Llt'A('A)+tu ; t,c+t".)=18 
(Ibb) T(1bb)?Uo+ L t.}-tg+ Llt'A('A) + t2A +t,c +t20=25 

jeJ 

The solution way is continued by way (Iba), which effects 3 time 

units waiting for i=3 (1 of them in reality). No further conflict 

occurs, so way (Iba) ends with T(1bO) = 18. This way is optimal since 
no unchecked branching can have a T<I8. The solution is represented 

by this Gantt chart (Fig. 4): 

Some remarks are added with regard to ways different from this 

j 

D (ID) 

c (3C) 

B (2B) 

A 

18 

Fig. 4. 
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f,Cl. 
I 

----[> 12 

Fig. Ei. 

solution way. Way (lbb), if relevant, could be demonstrated in the 

operations area of i=2; 3 as partially shown by the dotted line. 

In general, set-up time can begin before the job arrives at a 

machine-if the machine is not occupied. Therefore a barrier must 

not be effective in such cases. These can be found out in the op

erations areas. 
For a way like the given one (partially) in Fig. 5, the barrier 

does not exist as setting-up can be executed in the two time units 

before arriving at the barrier. 

It is to be expected that the algorithm of Nabeshima can be 

modified to take such possibilities into consideration. But the dis

junctive graphs of Balas and Nabeshima are very difficult to be 

surveyed for increasing numbers of jobs and machines. The graphical 

branch-and-bound algorithm shows the relations clearly by construct

ing the operations areas, and it can be taken advantage of the 

graphical representation of operation times. However, computing 

the optimal solution is possibly not economical in problems of realistic 

size. So a heuristic procedure, which can be based on the graphical 

algorithm or an algebraical equivalent, is proposed. 
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